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AESCULAP® Caiman®

ADVANCED BIPOLAR SEAL AND CUT TECHNOLOGY 

Learn more about Caiman® Seal and Cut instruments by visiting www.bbraun.com/caiman 

21.5  mm sealing length 
 mm cutting length 20 

Caiman ®  is intended to be used as a multipur - 
pose vessel sealing instrument in laparoscopic 
and open surgery within the surgical fields of  
general surgery, gynecology, urology and    
thoracic surgery. 

  ONE SEAL CONFIDENCE
State of the art vessel sealing with only one
energy activation

  UNIFORM TISSUE COMPRESSION
Leads to consistent sealing quality from
distal to proximal tip

  TIP FIRST CLOSURE
Retains tissues within the jaws for improved
compression

  TISSUE DISSECTION
Fine curved Maryland jaw design allows
increased dissection performance and
enhanced tip visualization

  LONG JAW TIP
Enlarged vessel sealing length and improved
surgical efficiency

   DEGREE ARTICULATION JAW80 
Allows simplified navigation in challenging
anatomy

* Data on file at Aesculap AG.

Caiman ®  INSTRUMENTS 
seal vessels up to 7 mm in diameter and feature an average thermal 
spread of less than 1 mm.* Effectively seals with virtually no adhesion or 
charring. 

° ARTICULATING JAW 80 
The Caiman ®  line are the first RF tissue and vessel sealing instruments 
with an articulating jaw - providing a more flexible, agile device for    
surgical procedures. 

STRONG UNIFORM COMPRESSION  
within the jaw is key to creating a confident seal. Compression  
force in other devices may decline from proximal to distal end    
influencing the sealing quality.* 

Red represents minimum required pressure (or greater). Blue 
represents insufficient pressure. Minimum required pressures  
based on Aesculap calculated requirements. Graphs of minimum 
required pressure produced on a synthetic tissue model. 

* Data on file at Aesculap AG.
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° jaw articulation 80 

° shaft rotation 360 

 mm sealing length 26.5 
23.5  mm cutting length 



ORDERING INFORMATION 

* Ordering number for the following countries: CN, KR, BR, JP, RU, BO, CO, MY, SG, AR, EC, TW
** Ordering number for the following countries: UK, DE, FR, ES, PL, IT, SE, CZ, NL, BE, LU, PT, AT, CH, BA, DK, FI, IE, SK, NO, TR, HU, RO, BG, CY, SI, GR, KZ, US, 

ID, PH, AU, NZ, HK, MX, PE, AZ, CL, JO, KW, LY, NC, IN, VN



TIP FIRST CLOSURE AND FLOATING HINGE DESIGN 
Caiman ®  Seal and Cut instruments feature patented mechanisms which are key to enable high 
uniform tissue compression and avoid tissue slippage. Excellent vessel sealing quality and    
simplified tissue positioning in the jaw can be achieved. 

LONG JAW TIP 
Enlarged vessel sealing length and improved surgical efficiency. 



AESCULAP® – a B. Braun brand
Aesculap AG  |  Am Aesculap-Platz  |  78532 Tuttlingen  |  Germany 
Phone +49 7461 95-0  |  Fax +49 7461 95-26 00  |  www.aesculap.com 

The main product trademark ‘Aesculap’ and the product trademark ‘Caiman’ are registered trademarks of Aesculap AG.
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For further information, please contact : 

Allan Barr, Clinical Manager Abdominal & Cardiothoracic Surgery 
Email  :  allan.barr@bbraun.com 
Mobile  : +44 (0)7772 115856 
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